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402.09
Standard Kerb Types and Installation Details
Concrete Pre-Cast Kerb
Water Harvesting - Concrete Kerb
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GENERAL NOTES
1. 40MPa Concrete minimum.
2. 35mm Minimum cover.
3. 200mm Minimum lap.

PLAN VIEW
CENTRELINE OF LETTERBOX KERB TO MATCH CENTRELINE OF TREE-GRADE

SECTION
TOP OF KERB
40MPa CONCRETE MINIMUM
MINIMUM COVER 35mm

END ELEVATION

TOP OF KERB
1 No. N10 U-BAR 735mm
(CENTRE TOP)
1 No. N10 U-BAR 695mm
(CENTRE BOTTOM)
2 No. N10 U-BARS 735mm
CENTRE TOP
2 No. N10 U-BARS 1340mm (TOP)

PRECAST CONCRETE
LETTERBOX KERB
2 No. N10 U-BARS 650mm
(2 IN EACH DIRECTION)
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